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Negative Ion Neutral Beam systems on ITER will require actively cooled scrapers and dumps to process and shape the beam before

injection into the tokamak. The scale of the systems is much larger than any presently operating, bringing challenges for designers in

terms of available sub cooling, total pressure drop, deflection and mandatory remote maintenance. In common with Positive Ion

systems, flux densities in the order of 15-20MW/m2 are commonplace but with much longer pulses.  A pulse length in excess of 3000

seconds and the anticipated beam breakdown rate pose new challenges in terms of stress and fatigue life. The cooling system

specification (up to 26 bar, 80 oC) adds further constraints impacting the material choice and operating temperature. The DDD designs,

based on swirl tubes, have been reviewed as part of the design process and recommendations made. Additionally, alternative designs

have been proposed based on the Hypervapotron high heat flux elements with modified geometry and drawing upon a vast background

knowledge of large scale equipment procurement and integration. Existing operational and design experience has been applied to give a

simple, robust and low maintenance alternative. A full thermomechanical analysis of all HHF components has been undertaken based

on ITER design criteria and the limited material data available. The results of this analysis will be presented, highlighting areas where

further R&D is necessary to reach the operating limits set out in the functional specification. Extensive comparison of these analyses is

made with the large operational database of existing JET beamline components for benchmarking purposes.  A particular feature of the

thermo-mechanical analyses is a fully self-consistent description in which ageing characteristics are related to the local temperature,

and the components’ power loading takes into account the thermal distortion. The advantages and disadvantages of all designs will be

presented and recommendations for improvements discussed.
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